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Abstract: Jhumpa Lahiri’s novel, The Namesake describes the struggles 

and hardships of a Bengali couple who immigrate to the United States to 

form a life outside of everything they are accustomed to. It explores the 

concepts of cultural identity, of rootlessness, of tradition and family 

expectations in a lucid and elegant prose. In her fiction, memory, 

nostalgia, loss and longing are some of the prominent themes. Her stories 

tell of people who have moved countries in the hope of a better life, but 

past remains there as a shadow to remind them of their original roots. This 

novel is a documentary of such experiences, a glowing miniature of a tiny family making the voyage 

between two worlds.  

The aim of the paper would be to analyse first and second generation immigrant characters in the novel, 

The Namesake and explore complex cultural relations and identity crisis from the contemporary cultural 

discourse. The paper would be an attempt to examine the conflicting attractions of the American way of 

life and the tug of traditions between two different cultures. The kind of relationship these characters 

develop over the years in an alien land, and how the inherited values always determine one’s cultural 

identity.  
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Introduction:  

Borefore, dealing exclusively with my topic, I would like to carry a brief analysis of two young 

contemporary female diasporic writers-Jhumpa Lahiri and Kiran Desai. These two share many common 

cultural themes in their works. Both have achieved fame and glory globally. Jhumpa Lahiri Pulitzer prize 

winner of 2000 is regarded as the original and innovative writer of the diasporic dilemma and dreams. 

Similarly, Kiran Desai, a Booker prize winner of 2006 possesses a unique power of creativity, showing 

the tales and tragedies of individuals and families of different cultures and religions placed either in the 

backdrop of rural  India or in the tempting and promising cities of America. The postmodern 

fragmentation is revealed through their protagonists wavering attitudes toward Englishness, and self 

imposed departures from their homeland and comparisons between adopted- mother country. Each of the 

Jhumpa Lahiri and Kiran Desai’s works expand rather than limits the readers engagement with the text. In 

their works, both reader and character exit the world they know and move towards a mutual goal, the 

reader engaging with a narrative plot while the character crosses a geographical one.    

Lahiri was born in London in 1967 to Indian parents, and she migrated with them to the United States two 

years later. Her narratives are a mixture of fiction and autobiography filtered through a dual lens, even 

though she confessed that while growing up in Rhode Island in the 1970s, she felt neither Indian nor 
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